7ATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
I shall always regret never having met Mustapha Kemal—in fact
. saw him only once and then at a great distance. I was rung up
;arly one Friday morning that autumn by Adnan Bey, who told me
that the Ghazi Pasha was arriving at Haidar Pasha at noon, and would
be coming up the Bosphorus in the afternoon on board a destroyer in
order to visit some of the Black Sea ports. Normal relations being
now re-established between us, he asked me whether I could instruct
the British mercEant captains in the harbour to dress their ships in
honour of the Ghazi's visit. As it happened, the Turkish Govern-
ment had just decreed that henceforth Fridays, instead of Sundays,
should be the weekly holiday throughout Turkey. I consequently
told Adnan that, while it would be quite impossible for me to get hold
of the British captains on a Friday and weekly holiday morning, I
would myself hoist in the Ghazi's honour a very very large British
flag on the Yenikevy Embassy (which flew otherwise only a small
one). I added that I imagined that the Ghazi had not seen a British
flag for a long time and that I felt sure he would appreciate this
token of goodwill. Adnan was not very pleased, but the Turks have
a sense of humour and he could scarcely demur. Anyway, I did what
I said I would do, and I would add that the British flag in question was
the largest one I have ever seen. At Yenikevy the Bosphorus broadens
out into the Bay of Beicos, which runs deep into the Asiatic side. As
a rule vessels coming up the stream would keep fairly near the middle
but closer to the European than to the Asiatic side. Not this time,
however. As soon as the half-dozen small warships which escorted
the Ghazi turned the point which brought them into full view of
Yenikevy and my flag, they sheered abruptly off to the east and went
right round the Bay of Beicos, hugging closely the Asiatic side. They
were so far off that I do not know whether I actually picked out the
Ghazi or not. He was apparently not so anxious as all that to get a
close view of the Union Jack.
Nevertheless, I often found it useful in my dealings with the Turk,
provided it were in matters of not too great political importance, to
treat a difficult question with humour rather than with diplomatic
stuffiness. A case in point was that of the weapons carried by the
cavasses. When the capitulations were abolished, the Turkish
Government decided that these weapons, a revolver and sword, were
a relic of the capitulations and henceforward should not be worn out-
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